


Avatier Lifecycle Docker container cloud-Independent solution brings 
employees, partners and customers applications, cloud services, assets 
and even e-signature forms together to manage them as one system. 
More importantly, our unified digital dashboard enables C-level 
executives to deliver business growth and increased profits.

Avatier Identity Anywhere Access Governance

Introducing Identity Anywhere Access Governance, the world’s first based on Docker containers 

making it the most portable, scalable and secure solution on the market. Docker container 

technology allows Identity Anywhere Access Governance to run anywhere: on any cloud, on 

premise or a private cloud instance hosted by Avatier. 

Embrace Your Audit With Confidence Today! 
Conduct access certifications IT audit from any device. 

See your list of audits due along with unverified identity 

and access governance items. Practice security and 

compliance management with the touch of your finger. 

Approve and revoke access. Allow exceptions and more 

with the best GRC software solution on the market.

Always Stay Connected With Mobile On-Demand
Our new mobile app platform creates a collaborative, 

self-service approach to enterprise access without 

compromising security.

Avatier’s mobile experience is designed for the modern 

workforce, giving employees, customers, contractors, 

and vendors a single mobile app that enables self-service 

business agility for time-sensitive security requests.
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Create Certification Campaigns Easily
Verifying workforce granular access has never been this

easy. Ensure access governance is continuously being

met by empowering managers to approve, deny, allow

an exception, or re-assign certifications to a co-worker.

Streamline IT Audit, Security Reviews, And Compliance  
Meet or exceed information security regulations and 

standards for FISMA, FIPS 200, NIST, HIPAA, NERC and 

SOX compliance. Automate security reviews to expose 

out of compliance access to systems, applications and 

cloud services.

Get More Done With The Apps You Love
Access Governance that runs on your favorite apps 

and platforms like Teams, Outlook, Chrome, iOS, 
Android, ServiceNow, Slack and many more. Discover 

a breakthrough, seamless self-service collaborative it 

experience, unified workflow and automation for the 

entire enterprise using Avatier.

Certification Campaigns

Enable
workforce access

verification from any device

Cloud-only identity is not enough: 

• Legacy on-premise systems

• Governed by tight compliance

• Lack of trust in cloud security

The hybrid identity crisis:

• Legacy maintenance and upgrades

• Separate cloud/on-premise models

• Labor intensive operations management 

• Lacks CPU memory auto-scaling

• Manual updates

• Requires load balancer management



Avatier is the Identity Management company of the future with innovative solutions for 

today.  Avatier develops a “state of the art” identity management platform enabling 

organizations to scale faster, innovate quicker, conquer and embrace change, to 

dominate competition worldwide. Our Identity solutions are delivered using the latest 

Docker container technology providing maximum flexibility, scale, and security to our 

customers.  Our identity management and access governance solutions make the 

world’s largest organizations more secure and productive in the shortest time at the 

lowest costs. Avatier brings all of your back-office business applications and employee

assets together and manages them as one.
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